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India faces a shortage of trained manpower, especially in cri-
tical areas like healthcare and engineering. At the same time,
every year, a large number of trained personnel emigrate for
higher education and jobs. Between 1999 and 2015, migration
to the US increased by 225%.

Better education and job opportunities and a higher stand-
ard of living are cited among the reasons for this outflow of
trained personnel. Initially described as brain drain, there
has been later appreciation of the possibility of subsequent
brain gain. However, the outflow of trained manpower is cau-
se for concern, as it adversely affects the quality and quantity
of local human capital formation. As a democratic country

built on the cornerstone of individual
rights, India cannot forbid its citizens to
leave. It can, however, put in place sys-
tems that would make it possible for the
country to benefit from the investment
made in the young through subsidised
education, particularly technical and me-
dical. One way to ensure this would be to

adopt a system like Australia’s deferred tuition plan. Under
this system, all tertiary education is subsidised by the govern-
ment, with students paying only a portion of the cost as fees.
Graduates who go on to work in sectors deemed as priority by
the government are not required to pay any additional amou-
nts, but those who migrate or move to non-priority sector have
to pay the subsidy amount over a set number of years. This en-
sures that higher education remains affordable and that gov-
ernment’s education subsidy is not misused.

For developing countries like India, the loss of human capi-
tal is a serious issue. But creating barriers is not the solution.
More creative policy is the way to stem the migration of train-
ed manpower.

Managing Migration,
as Well as Brain Drain
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Troops Need a Ration
d’etre to Soldier On
Napoleon famously remarked that an army marches on its
stomach. A colonel in the Indian Army has, in effect, given
the authorities concerned their marching orders by serving
them a legal notice for replacing the free food rations given
to defence personnel stationed in non-front line stations with
a fixed monetary sum that the officer seems to equate with
peanuts, and not of the edible variety either. Bernard Shaw’s
‘Chocolate Cream Soldier’ Bluntschli — who lugged confec-
tionery instead of cartridges — would be in perfect agree-
ment. The 1960s patriotic slogan ‘Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan’ sums
up the symbiotic relationship between those who are dele-
gated to defend the land and those dedicated to tilling it pro-
ductively so that the protectors of our borders are properly
fed, and not just fed up with their service conditions.

Maritime historians recall that the famous — or infamous
— mutiny on the Bounty, which cast a Bligh on naval disci-
pline, was sparked by a cruelly ironic lack of shipboard bo-
unty by way of vittles for the crew. Winston Churchill, gene-
rally renowned for his bulldog pugnacity, observed that ‘Jaw
jaw is better than war war’, confabulation is preferable to
conflict. The Indian colonel and Shaw’s anti-hero would con-
cur, but might add the rider that, when it comes to provender,
better than both is ‘more more’.

It’s always the best policy not to
mess with the officers’ mess

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff, said Antony to
the crowd after describing how Caesar had wept when the
poor cried. Of course, he only served to underline how, in
politics, lachrymose, public sensitivity is very much a
tool of ambition. Nitish Kumar’s inability to resist the
call of his conscience over having to cohabit with ally Tej-
ashwi Yadav, after the CBI filed a first information report
against him over corruption, fits into the same category
of weakness that fuels ambition. Only, he probably gets
ahead of himself, in the process.

The biggest gainer from Nitish Kumar’s resignation
would be the BJP, which has made no secret of its desire
to lure Nitish out of the anti-BJP grand alliance. If Nitish
Kumar’s allies, the Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) and the
Congress, do not bend over backwards to accommodate
his desire to prove his upper hand in the alliance, the pre-
sent resignation of the grand alliance’s chief minister
would mark the break-up of the alliance itself. The big-

gest and most direct beneficiary wou-
ld be the BJP. The RJD and the Cong-
ress would find themselves out of po-
wer — Nitish can form a new govern-
ment with the BJP’s support, either
from outside or as part of a revived JD
(U)-BJP alliance. This is likely to gene-
rate much cynicism among the pub-

lic, who had given the JD(U)-RJD-Congress combine and
its explicitly anti-BJP platform a massive mandate in the
2015 assembly elections. There is little reason for the BJP,
after having got Nitish Kumar at its political mercy, to ex-
tend his tenure as chief minister beyond a short period.
The party can legitimately hope to capitalise on popular
disenchantment with Nitish’s political somersaults, if
not with his policy of prohibition that has bred both cor-
ruption and a new line of criminal activity. The BJP can
hope to do much better in a mid-term election, gaining at
the expense of both the RJD and the JD(U).

But the biggest loser in all this political turmoil would
be Bihar. Political instability in the midst of a flagging ef-
fort to create order out of administrative chaos would set
the state back further.

BJP the Gainer,
and Bihar, the Loser
Nitish Kumar gets ahead of his ambition

KEITH D’SOUZA & JANINA GOMES

How does one define reality from
the perspective of faith? St An-
selm defines theology as “faith
seeking understanding”.

St Augustine, citing Plato, arg-
ued for the necessity of eternal,
universal spiritual principles
and laws on which our conting-
ent and temporal realm of exis-
tence is based. For Augustine,
God is the author and overseer
of these principles and laws.
Making this Platonic distinc-
tion between the spiritual and
material, early medieval Chris-
tianity came to value the spiri-
tual realm of life far more than
the material one. The attend-
ant dualistic anthropology led
to an overvaluation of the dev-
elopment of the soul, in com-
parison to the body.

St Thomas Aquinas, depart-
ing from this Platonic dualism,
used the comparatively more
realistic and ‘this-worldly’ phi-
losophy of Aristotle to present
a reality that harmonised with
Christian doctrine. Aquinas
understood the human soul as
developing on account of its
bodily potentialities. After
death, the immortal soul will
be united with the resurrected
body, constituting complete
personhood. Aquinas also
understood the universe to be
constituted of a hierarchy of
created objects, from those
having the least potency for
development to those having
the most. Only God has no po-
tentiality, as God is pure Act.

Christian philosophy may be
defined as a form of ‘critical
realism’ that takes into serious
account the human situation,
and estimates how best to add-
ress it in terms of personal and
collective spiritual developme-
nt, aided by the grace of God.

True Reality
&Christianity

The last time a Bengali found nati-
onal fame, it was Peter Mukerjea.
And maybe, Prannoy Roy. (No, Saif
Ali Khan and Arundhati Roy don’t
count because both are half-Bongs.)
Ever since the demise of Rabindra-
nath Tagore — when talking about
Tagore, you don’t say ‘death’, you
have to say ‘demise’ — no Bengali
has left a lasting mark on the nati-
on’s history. Till Pranab Mukherjee
set foot in Rashtrapati Bhawan on
July 25, 2012. Much has been written
and spoken about in the last week
about Mukherjee, who finished his
tenure as President.

Great shayars such as Mani Shan-
kar Aiyar quoted Omar Khayyam
and waxed eloquent over Mukher-
jee’s political career and his attribu-
tes. If you go by what has been writ-
ten, there is nothing that Mukherjee
has ever done wrong. Not a misstep,
not a miscalculation.

That Mukherjee has not forgotten
his antecedents was made evident
by his outgoing speech on Monday

evening. He mentioned Congress
president Sonia Gandhi and thank-
ed her for her “passionate support
on social legislation”. The written
speech, distributed among parlia-
mentarians, did not have any refer-
ence to Sonia Gandhi, though.

The speech also proved that contra-
ry to what has been written over the
last week about him, Mukherjee is
indeed a mere mortal. And one who
does not forgive a slight. Especially
one that saw him sent out to pasture
by Rajiv Gandhi after Indira Gandhi’s
assassination. Rajiv’s presence was
felt by Mukherjee omitting any refer-
ence to him from the speech.

While Mukherjee did state, “If I

claim I am the creation of this Parlia-
ment, perhaps it will not be treated
as immodesty,” the truth of the mat-
ter is that he is first and foremost a
creation of the Congress: one of
GOP’s oldest serving members who
has played counsel to Indira Gan-
dhi, been finance minister twice,
deputy chairman of the Planning
Commission, defence minister,
foreign affairs minister.

This is a man who was accepted,
rejected and accepted again by the
Congress. He has friends in high pla-
ces and across generations, and has
opened many a door for the Cong-
ress, whether in industry or in poli-
tics — or even real doors, at least for
Indira Gandhi. Mukherjee has nev-
er had a job outside the Congress,
other than a brief moment when he
tried to float his own party, the RSC
— not the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany, but the Rashtriya Samajwadi
Congress — in 1986, only to scamper
back to the mother ship in 1989.

Since one couldn’t imagine the Co-
ngress headed by anyone other than
a Gandhi at the time (and still can’t,
it seems), it was only fair that Mukh-
erjee was given the presidency of the
nation, instead of the party, by Sonia
Gandhi. A consolation prize, but a
cushy one. That he has done his duty
without fault is evident from the fact
that the BJP has never accused him
of partisanship.

But it is a new day again. The bhad-
ralok, it seems, will not have to spend
his days in Mirati, his ancestral vil-
lage in Bengal where he goes each
year to celebrate Durga Puja. But
will he now finally be given the ulti-
mate post this nation can bestow
any old Congressman? Congress
party presidency?

There have been murmurs for a
while that Rahul Gandhi is not ready
to take on that mantle. Alongside the
10th-century English king, Æthelred
the Unready, Rahul is a perpetually
on the cusp of greater things. But
with Mukherjee’s release from Rash-
trapati Bhavan, has the Congress
finally found the replacement for the
ageing Sonia Gandhi? (Mukherjee
is 11years older than Gandhi and
seems fit as a fiddle. But can we not
mention that in front of Congress-
men, please?)

As a former President, some amou-
nt of respect will be accorded to him
even by the BJP. And if anyone und-
erstands politics and the inner work-
ings of government, it is Mukherjee.
Maybe one day, the first Bengali pre-
sident of India will become the first
president of the post-Independence
Congress party. And who knows, af-
ter that the first Bengali prime min-
ister of India. Yes, stranger things
have happened in the whoopsie-daisy,
topsy-turvy world that is Indian
national politics.

Pranab-da for (Cong) President!

Rajyasree Sen

A future Congress leader?
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SEN & SENSIBILITY

T
he rift between Nitish Ku-
mar and Lalu Prasad Ya-
dav has been deepening for
a while now. Lalu’s intran-
sigence with regard to his

son Tejaswi Yadav’s continuation in
the state Cabinet as deputy chief
minister is the ostensible reason for
the Bihar chief minister to sudden-
ly announce his resignation on
Wednesday. After all, for the RJD
chief, dynasty is above secularism.

Now if Nitish intends to claim a
high moral ground of zero tolerance
on corruption -- there is a corrup-
tion case against Tejashwi -- then
his re-alignment with the BJP could
be questioned, as the NDA Union
government has its fair share of
chargesheeted ministers. So, per-
haps, the reason for Nitish to ‘un-
gatbandhan’ the JD(U)-RJD alli-
ance lies elsewhere.

Coming as this does after a series
of anti-Muslim lynchings in adja-
cent BJP-rules states Jharkhand
and Uttar Pradesh, as well as Harya-
na and Rajasthan, Bihar’s Muslims,
who constitute around 17% of the
state’s population, are deeply unset-
tled.

One major theory to explain the
disintegration of this coalition is
that the Congress-led anti-NDA Op-
position-in-the-making was not pre-
pared to declare Nitish as its prime
ministerial candidate for the 2019
elections. Sonia Gandhi had called a
meeting of 17 parties for consulta-
tions on choosing candidates for the
President and the Vice-President.

One version has it that Ghulam
Nabi Azad, as Sonia Gandhi’s emis-
sary to the Bihar CM, had invited
Nitish for the meeting. This had al-
legedly irked Nitish, who wanted
the Congress president to have di-
rectly maintained communications

with him. With the RJD as a partner,
Nitish allegedly did not have as
much autonomy in functioning as a
chief minister as he enjoyed when
in alliance with the BJP during 2005-
13, and with the BJP’s Sushil Modi as
the deputy CM.

Meanwhile, reports from the
ground suggest that the BJP and its
affiliates have considerably expand-
ed their social base in Bihar. There
has been a consolidation of support
from the aspirational middle class-
es and the youth, cutting across
castes. After almost two decades of
Mandal empowerment, this genera-
tion does not (care to) remember the
atrocities upper castes wreaked on
the backward castes. Instead, it
looks upon the BJP with hope for a
new narrative that completely
breaks with the old. This ‘Hindu
consolidation’ is electorally conve-
nient for the BJP.

Through the extremely success-
ful and sustained movement, ‘Shiv
Charcha’, subaltern Hindu women
are being ‘saffronised’, which also
adds to the BJP’ heft in Bihar. A sign
of this is the increasingly popular
‘inter-caste mingling’ of Hindu
women across rural Bihar. Nitish,
too, believes that he has built up a
constituency of women through
various socio-economic welfare
measures and through the prohib-
ition of alcohol.

From the late 1990s, there was a
rapid proliferation of the RSS
schools (shishu mandirs) across ru-
ral Bihar. Sunday drills of RSS shak-
has started being held in every mo-
halla in Bihar. These members went
on to become formidable BJP cadres
during elections.

So with all this bubbling in the
background and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi already offering un-
conditional support to Nitish to
form a government minus the RJD
and Congress, where does it place
Nitish Kumar? Would he be wiser
choosing a mid-term poll and con-
testing on his own? If he opted for
the latter, electoral history since
1995 suggests that Nitish alone has
never been able to make a mark at
the hustings.

Who knows, is Nitish Kumar’s re-

signation -- even at this late moment
where a gathbandhan with the BJP
looking more and more imminent --
possibly a pressure-tactic to make
Lalu Yadav bow down and remove
Tejashwi from the JDU-RJD equa-
tion?

Given the fast expanding social-
base of the saffron forces in Bihar, it
appears that Nitish Kumar might be
thinking that the impending alli-
ance with the BJP would be electo-
rally fruitful. He also may believe
that with budgetary funds from the
Union coming in more directly in a
JDU-BJP state government, he will
be able to deliver more quickly and
effectively on the development front
in the state.

But another possibility, too, can-

not be ruled out. Having burned his
boats with the anti-BJP forces, his
bargaining capacity in the NDA also
will be reduced considerably. It
would be the BJP that empowers it-
self considerably in a partnership
with a politically weakened JD(U).

Which is why with the dice loaded
in favour of a JD(U), Nitish Kumar
is taking probably the biggest risk of
his political career, not to mention of
his image. Shall he gain anything
out of such a partnership, even if it
gives him a little more headroom
than he was getting with the RJD?
Watch this space called Bihar.

The writer is Professor, Centre of
Advanced Study in History,
Aligarh Muslim University

THE GREAT GAMBLER
Nitish Kumar is about to take the biggest risk of his political career

Mohammad Sajjad

Now to sit back and watch
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Nitish believes he has built up a constituency of
women through various socioeconomic welfare
measures and through the prohibition of alcohol

Letters to the editor may be addressed to

editet@timesgroup.com

No Compromise
on Our Privacy
Apropos ‘For a Law to Protect
Data’ by T K Arun (Jul 26), with
the advancement of big-data
analytics and its multiple uses,
the possibility of abuse of data
cannot be ruled out. Hence the
need for a comprehensive law
to prevent misuse of data and
protection of privacy. The gov-
ernment must constitute a
taskforce of experts from the
ministry of IT and law, study
the European Directive on Data
Protection, Data Protection
Acts of the UK and US, and
draft a Bill on data regulation
based on protection of privacy
as well as human rights.

M K BHANDARI
Mumbai

Just Settle the
Border Issue
This refers to the Edit, ‘Have a
Productive Trip, NSA Ajit Do-
val’ (Jul 26). The standoff bet-
ween the two major emerging
economies has brought forth a
lot of contentious issues that
were simmering for a long

time. While an
all-out war bet-
ween the drag-
on and the ele-
phant is a dis-
tant possibili-
ty given what
is at stake for
both the natio-

ns, the security advisers need
to sort this issue out delicately
yet firmly so that we can focus
on more productive matters.
Hope NSA Ajit Doval is success-
ful in his mission to resolve the
Doklam standoff through talks.

GAURAV GUPTA
Hyderabad

Science is Poor
Without You
Apropos the Edit, ‘Professor
Yash Pal, Missionary of Clar-
ity’ (Jul 26), the late science
philosopher has left behind a
vacuum among the education-
ists and scientists in the coun-
try. He was a pioneer in devel-
oping scientific acumen in the
country’s education system.
While discussing educational
reforms, he explained once
that even a village pond can be
a laboratory to work on! His
storytelling style to explain
complex principles of science
will keep youngsters inspired
forever. Indeed, he made India
fall in love with science.

SANJAY TIWARI
Hisar

Chat Room

Education, like healthcare, is a pri-
ority area in the development of the
Indian economy. GoI has provided
tax relief to this sector. More specifi-
cally, higher education colleges and
business schools that provide deg-
rees or diplomas recognised by the
government are exempted from the
service tax.

The service tax is an indirect tax in
which the service provider collects
the tax on services from the service
receiver and pays it to GoI. While go-

vernment-approved higher educati-
on institutions are outside the pur-
view of service tax, they do have to
pay service tax on their inputs.

Consider professors of B-schools
who are under the ambit of service
tax. The college has to pay service
tax on such input costs, currently
around 15%.

However, B-schools are unable to
claim an ‘input credit’ on such servi-
ce tax paid to the faculty delivering
the courses. The situation is similar
to an organisation that now pays go-
ods and services tax (GST) while sh-
ifting its products from the factory
to its distribution centres located in
different parts of the country. Their
money will remain blocked until the
products are sold. The B-schools’
margins were reduced even in the
previous service tax regime. With
GST, the rate of tax applicable for
such input costs has increased from
15% to 18%, further straining the

financials of B-schools.
But the bigger cause of concern

lies in the other inputs that B-scho-
ols use regularly, such as food cater-
ing, transportation services and
security services provided to stu-
dents. Until now, such services were
outside the ambit of service tax.

With GST, these attract 18% service
tax. So, B-schools now pay 18% of
the total input cost relating to such
services but are unable to secure an
input credit on the same.

The very objective of GoI to pro-
vide a favourable tax regime to the
education sector seems defeated by
such disparities. Educational and
coaching institutions will continue
to play a critical role in fulfilling the
objectives, aspirations and dreams
of young Indians.

So, the tax should be zero-rated. To
provide real benefit to the education
sector, seamless credit should be
allowed across the supply chain, so
that under GST, the total cost of edu-
cation will be lower than what it was
in the previous tax regime.

Jayaraman is Associate Dean, and
Srinivasan is Professor, Strategy,
respectively, Great Lakes Institute of
Management, Chennai

Studies Needn’t Be So Taxing
GST ON EDUCATION

A degree of concern
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Vaidy Jayaraman &
Suresh Srinivasan
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